
Inservice Lesson Plan Agenda
Topic: Cyberbullying

Attendees -District wide workshop/presentation for parents/guardians and faculty.
-Grades 4-12.
Total time: 1 hour

Goal/Objective All attendees will have a better understanding of cyberbullying from the
perspective of both the victim and the cyberbully. The topics covered include
the following: what cyberbullying is, its relevance, what topics prompt this
act, the motives behind the cyberbully and what to do if you know him/her,
how to identify victims, the effects of cyberbullying, responses, and
prevention. At two seperate times, the attendees will be asked to question
their knowledge and relationship to this topic. The goal is to shed light on
this very real topic, understand the impact it has on youth, and provide all
those in attendance (teachers, faculty, admin, parents/guardians) the tools
they need to confront it both inside and outside of the school setting.

Pre-Formal Introduction
10 minutes

-Upon entry, all attendees will be handed a pen and clipboard with two
handouts that will be used during the presentation.

-At this time, the title page of the presentation will be up on the screen.

Formal Introduction
5 minutes

-Host will introduce themself and welcome those in attendance.

-Host will  introduce the topic and agenda.
(slides 1 + 2)

Presentation
5 minutes

Topics covered: (slides 3-9)

“What is cyberbullying?”
“Why is it important to understand?”

-Discussion on facts and statistics regarding the topic.

Interactive Activity #1
10 minutes

**See handout below

Interactive Activity #1: (slides 10-26)
“Self-check: How much do you know about cyberbullying?”

-Guests will be asked to refer to their handout (with the same title) and
answer the true or false questions.

-Each question will be pulled up on the screen and presented simultaneously.
Each answer will then be revealed and discussed.

Presentation
5 minutes

Topics covered: (slides 27-29)
“Main topics of cyberbullying”
“Understanding the motives of a cyberbully”



Interactive Activity #2
10 minutes

**See handout below

Interactive Activity #2: (slides 30-31)
“Self-check: Have you ever been the cyberbully?”

-Guests will be asked to refer to their 2nd handout (with the same title) and
answer the true or false questions.

-When the activity is done, the slide will be up on the screen and posing the
following question: “Did your results surprise you?”

Presentation
15 minutes

Topics covered: (slides 32 - 44)

“What if my child/student is the cyberbully?”
“Identifying victims of cyberbullying”
“Effects of cyberbullying”
“What if I know a victim?”
“How to respond to a cyberbully”
“Cyberbullying prevention”

Videos
5 minutes

-Host will pull up two videos and play them for all in attendance.
(slide 45)

Video 1 -
Target audience: 4th-8th graders
“What’s Cyberbullying?”
https://youtu.be/6ctd75a7_Yw

Video 2 -
Target audience: 6th-12th graders
“What’s Your Story?”
https://youtu.be/SdC7iBpD8Sk

Conclusion & Dismissal
2 minutes

**See all handouts that will be
provided below

(slides 46 + 47)

-Host will conclude the presentation and thank all guests for attending.

-Host will inform guests to grab handouts (specific to who they are) on their
way out. There will be 1 handout available for parents/guardians and 6
handouts available for staff/faculty.

Handouts and flyers that will be provided during and after the workshop are attached to the following seven pages.

https://youtu.be/6ctd75a7_Yw
https://youtu.be/SdC7iBpD8Sk















